FIFTEEN SENIORS REPRESENT MADISON IN "WHO'S WHO"

Martha Lee, From Emporia, Virginia

Elected Posture Queen By Students

Martha Lee, a senior from Emporia, Virginia was elected posture queen by members of the student body at assembly on Monday, December 9 at 8 p.m. in Wilson Auditorium. The program of this assembly included three one-act plays; the settings of all in are in the style of "South Along the Swannee,"

"The Lady Loses Her Hoop," by Leila Wolfgang is a sad tale in saddest detail. The hero, Dick Thompson, a secret paper which has been placed in the keeping of Spy (Beryl Snellings). The heroine, Lady Phyllis, played by Ramona Forster, comes to the rescue, but the hoop causes her trouble. The hoop is question one is worn, and not one that is worn during the last 2000 years. Dr. Gildersleeve, conductor of the orchestra, announced that no tryouts will be necessary. Anyone who can carry a tune and "feels that Christmas would not be quite complete without a song in your voice" is urged to attend the first chorus rehearsal in Wilson Auditorium at 6:45, Tuesday night, December 3.

Choral Rehearsals Will Begin Soon

Tuesday evening, December 3, will be the beginning of the "follow-up" of this year's "Madeline" Madeline. Plans for a "follow-up" of this year's Christmas Carol will be made up of Christmas carols that have grown out of the Christmas customs of many peoples during the last 2000 years. Dr. Girldersleeve, conductor of the orchestra, announced that no tryouts will be necessary. Anyone who can carry a tune and "feels that Christmas would not be quite complete without a song in your voice" is urged to attend the first chorus rehearsal in Wilson Auditorium at 6:45, Tuesday night, December 3.
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Tuesday evening, December 3, will be the beginning of the "follow-up" of this year's "Madeline" Madeline. Plans for a "follow-up" of this year's Christmas Carol will be made up of Christmas carols that have grown out of the Christmas customs of many peoples during the last 2000 years. Dr. Girldersleeve, conductor of the orchestra, announced that no tryouts will be necessary. Anyone who can carry a tune and "feels that Christmas would not be quite complete without a song in your voice" is urged to attend the first chorus rehearsal in Wilson Auditorium at 6:45, Tuesday night, December 3.

Clare To Play For Second Dance

The dance sponsored by the Phi Delta Kappa Social Committee will be December 7, Sunny St. Clair's orchestra will furnish the music. A gay setting appropriate for the season will be the theme. Those in the receiving line are Mary Welch, president of the Social Committee; Janet Person and president of the sorority, Betty Jo Stretchberry, Pi Kappa Sigma; Jane Kirwin, Sigma Sigma Sigma; Jeff Smith, Alpha Sigma Tau, and Mary Lee Young, Theta Sigma Upsilon. Those eligible to attend are all sophomore, juniors and seniors and all members of the Phi Delta Kappa. The dance is to be held on the terrace of the Social Committee.

Certificates To Be Awarded

Certificates will be given to five seniors who are members of Alpha Sigma Alpha and is a second- ary and major will be assumed on the Phi Delta Kappa. The dance is to be held on the terrace of the Social Committee.
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**Congratulations**

Fifteen leaders of our graduating class of 1947 have been chosen to represent Madison College. Nationally known is "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges."

These girls were chosen for their scholastic record, their leadership ability, and their personality.\(^1\) It was an honor for us to be selected by the committee to represent our college and thus we extend this worthy group our hearty congratulations.

Because they are representatives to our daily life on campus and because they are always so willing to help us where help is needed and contribute their efforts to the cause of our good, we thank them. We consider them worthy of such recognition and are proud of them.

B. R.

---

**Perpetual Emphasis**

Religious Emphasis Week, which is annually sponsored by the Young Women's Christian Association on campus has officially closed. Actually, it should be continued by all Madison students throughout the year.

The principles and ideas expressed and stressed by Miss Slattery at the many meetings which she held with students were very inspiring and should be carried with us in our work this year.

In the lives of many young people today religion seems to have been forgotten. Of course, at times it does not seem as though we have time to sit down and think, but actually most of us do have religion in our hearts.

Let's give it a more prominent place in our minds and let religion guide us in our work and play every day.

M. R.

---

**The True Spirit**

"Thank goodness for Thanksgiving." Now I can catch up on my sleep, when the tempting hours are now on our campus when Thanksgiving time draws near.

Besides sleep, most of us think of food—turkey, cranberry sauce, pumpkin pie; we think of football games and seeing old friends. All of these ideas are closely associated with Thanksgiving in the minds of today's students.

But what of the true meaning and purpose of Thanksgiving? How many of us think of the spiritual side of Thanksgiving? The true purpose of Thanksgiving may be given even a few minutes thought to the many blessings that God has given even a few minutes thought to the many blessings that God has given to us as Americans and to the many blessings that the Lord has given to us in our hearts.

Young Women's Christian Association on campus has officially been forgotten. Of course, at times it does not seem as though we have time to sit down and think, but actually most of us do have religion in our hearts.

Let's give it a more prominent place in our minds and let religion guide us in our work and play every day.

M. R.

---

**AMONG NEW BOOKS**

By Joanie Snowdon

Hong Kong Holiday—Emily Hahn

A crystal-clear picture of the opulent life in the bustling city of Hong Kong. Among the glittering shops, restaurants, and dens—along the rich and among the poor, in hospitals and intermittent camps is the spirit of the place.

It ranges from Mr. to Miss. Emily Hahn. It is the story of her experiences during the long months from Jack's capture to his release. Hong Kong until she was arrested comes on the second trip of the Gripe. The world of this book lies in Miss Hahn's firsthand knowledge of the re- actions of human beings under stress.

As She Saw It—Elle Roosevelt

Here is the book for every American who has ever asked himself what D. R. would do about world problems of today—who has wondered what plans for the future were made at the big conferences of Argentina, Buenos Aires, Cairo, Teheran, and Malta. The answers, based on discussions, notes, correspondence, firsthand observations and intimate visits, are here in As He Saw It by Elle Roosevelt. It shows how far the world has moved from the past and that there is hope for the future. Elle Roosevelt hoped, worked and prayed that it might fulfill her dreams.

The Sudden Guest—Christopher La Farge

The Sudden Guest is a novel of creation. That is, its story plot and characters are planned to move on three levels: the first level being the story itself, the experience of an egocentric woman in the hurricane which struck the city and created a chaos in the city itself, its own life, its own soul; and the third level is a parallel for our time, for our time. This is the first novel Mr. La Farge has done since Each to the Other which was also a deal selection for the Book-of-the-month-club.

Yellow Tapers for Paris—Frances Yong Hong Holiday by the author

Sergei Prokofiev—Israel Nesty

The composer of Peter and the Wolf, Lieutenant Kije and forthcoming book, War, David (Robert Marshall) is a whole repertoire of instrumental, vocal, and theatrical music is an out- standing Russian artist and one of the foremost musicians of this century. Here are the chief events in the life of the colorful and genial-man, Ser- gei Prokofiev: his adjustment to life in the Soviet Union, his fr ativ...
This 'n That

Miss Peggy Van Rosh of Norfolk, Va., will be married Christmas to E. S. N. Peggy Smith, a resident here and member of Pi Kappa Sigma sorority. E. J. Foster, a graduate of the class of '46, was married November 16 to Li. (Lg) Roy Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. Nelson will make their home in Baltimore.

Shirley Williams is weekend at duk.".

Among those attending Openings at the University this weekend were Jane Piontek, Joyce Wheeler, Jerry Morris, Shirley Williams, Betty Sherr, June Kriel, Helen Scarborough, and Beverly Mullen.

Jeanne Peterson, Lee Gatson, Lynn Mitchell, and Ellen Neathers will attend the Southern All-State hockey tournament in Washington this weekend. They will see Jane Hartman play with the Virginia Reserve team.

The Alpha Sigma Tau pledges met on Friday, November 15, with a program. Among the members that attended were an executive committee and a special breakfast.

WHO'S WHO

(Continued from Page 1)

Stella is a secondary education major, business administration major, and a member of Pi Kappa Sigma.

Carolyn Woodfield is president of Pi Omegas National Business Fraternity, and is a business student. Certificates will be presented to each of the girls at a later date.

The next edition of Who's Who will be published early in June. This publication is not to be confused with the known as Who's Who In America.

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

Wednesday, December 11

8:00-9:30—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 8:00 A.M.
10:00-11:30—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 10:00 A.M.
1:00-2:30—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 1:00 P.M.

Thursday, December 12

8:00-9:30—Choral, 131—All sections—And.
10:00-11:30—Psy 221—All sections—And.
1:30-3:00—Eng. 133—All sections—And.
3:00-4:30—P. Ed. 241 and P. Ed. 251—All sections—And.

Friday, December 13

8:00-9:30—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 8:00 A.M.
10:00-11:30—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 10:00 A.M.
1:00-2:30—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 1:00 P.M.
3:30-5:00—Bird 131—All sections—And.

Saturday, December 14

8:00-9:00—F. F. 160—All sections—And.
10:00-11:30—Eng. 133—All sections—And.
1:30-3:00—Eng. 133—All sections—And.
3:30-5:00—Eng. 133—All sections—And.

Monday, December 16

8:00-9:30—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 8:00 A.M.
10:00-11:30—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 10:00 A.M.
1:30-3:00—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 1:30 P.M.
3:30-5:00—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 3:30 P.M.

Dr. Gifford Attends Commission Meet

Dr. Walter J. Gifford attended the bi-weekly meeting of the committee to study teacher recruiting in Virginia on November 7. The committee is headed by Daniel C. Lauter, president of Fairview State Teachers College.

The committee explored the question of how one entering elementary teaching, as there are now approximately 3000 new students preparing for high school teaching in proportion to one student for elementary teaching.

There are 3000 temporary teachers in Virginia now, some of whom are qualified, though they may have been at work for several years, but many are still of high school training and some of these are even teaching in high school.

The next step to be taken by the committee will be the appointment of subcommittees to study salaries, selection of candidates, and community relations with teachers.

The Virginia Educational Association will take up this problem as one of its major problems when it meets at Thanksgiving. Although the situation is nationwide, something definite and significant must be done to prevent the schools and teachers of Virginia.

First Issue of French Club Journal Distributed

The first issue of "Le Journal Du Cerf Français" made its appearance this week.

The quarterly publication was edited by Eugenia West with Jessie Hall and Rhyla Kempler, assistant editor and art editor, respectively. The paper includes works of Jane Easte, Carrie Lee Moore, Joyce Marjorie Pale, Lewis Shonge, and some of the students were printed by the business department.

The works are in the form of news sections, plus crossword puzzle, poems, short story, jokes, and an interview.

ASK PLEDGES ELECT CASTLES

The Alpha Sigma Tau pledges met during Monday night and elected Joan Easte as its first pledge and Francine Lynn as its second pledge. The Alpha Sigma Tau pledges met during Monday night and elected Joan Easte as its first pledge and Francine Lynn as its second pledge.

Our Blue and White Night at the Alpha Sigma Tau pledges met during Monday night and elected Joan Easte as its first pledge and Francine Lynn as its second pledge. The Alpha Sigma Tau pledges met during Monday night and elected Joan Easte as its first pledge and Francine Lynn as its second pledge.

The first issue of "Le Journal Du Cerf Français" made its appearance this week.

The quarterly publication was edited by Eugenia West with Jessie Hall and Rhyla Kempler, assistant editor and art editor, respectively. The paper includes works of Jane Easte, Carrie Lee Moore, Joyce Marjorie Pale, Lewis Shonge, and some of the students were printed by the business department.

The works are in the form of news sections, plus crossword puzzle, poems, short story, jokes, and an interview.

Send Your CLEANING TO US
No Extra Charge For Delivery

NEW WAY TO HIGHLIGHT YOUR CHARM
COLOR-LIGHT YOUR COMPLEXION WITH
YARDLEY ENGLISH COMPLEXION POWDER

Little Red Riding Hood

For 89.95

Where Food is Delicious

WHERE SERVICE IS QUICK

WHERE DO YOU WANT YOUR DELIVERY?

What's New At

THE BREEZE

CALENDAR

Friday, November 22—Thanksgiving

Chapel, Stroudsburg in charge.

Saturday—November 23—Football

Work-out at the Waldorf

Sunday—November 24—Football

Commission, 6:00-7:15 p.m.

Monday—November 25—Football

Commission, 6:00-7:15 p.m.

Tuesday, November 26—Oriental

4:30 p.m., Wilson Auditorium,

Wednesday—November 27—Thank-

giving vacation begins at noon.

Dorothy Sorensen, Manager Of Tea Room, Also Manages Restaurant

By Pat Ingram

The hard-working manager of the Tea Room, who somehow manages to keep things running smoothly in spite of a constant overflow of customers, is Miss Doris Sorensen. Though the door is a steady stream here, and unlike the rest of us, she plans to stay on here when she graduates in December. Through a thorough knowledge of her work, Doris has gained a permanent position of manager.

Doris, who bails from Long Island, New York, married in dietetics "Because I was interested in the subject and interested in people and the food they eat."

She unselfishly attributes the success of the tea room to the fine cooperation that employees give her, and the willing way in which those other students take their turn doing their share of the job.

Doris also enjoys art—"especially costume designing"—and loves listening to classical music.

On the lighter side, she is an avid baseball fan, and has spent many a happy hour joyfully watching the Brooklyn Dodgers victory. She is still intransigent over the way "Don Bums" were cheated out of the pennant.

"More than that," she explains re-

spectfully, "my work keeps me free from other activities that I would like to pursue, such as tennis and VVWC week."
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